showed that if a family of distributions admits a set of sufficient statistics, then the family obtained by truncation to a fixed set, or by a fixed selection, also admits the same set of sufficient statistics (this woraing is Tukeyt sj we give a precise mathematical statement later). Tukeyt s proof assumed the relevant family of probability measures to be dominated by a fixed measure function and made use of the factorization theorem concerning sufficient statistics in this case. In the present short note we shall first reprove Tukeyt s result without assuming dOillination (and) hence, without appealing to the factorization theorem)~Then we shall show that, under general conditions, if a sufficient statistic has one or more of the properties of completeness, bounded completeness, or minimality, before truncation, then it preserves such after truncatio~.
The treatment is on the lines of the abstract discussion of sufficient statistics given by Halmos and Savage (,g ). We shall assume familiarity with the results given in this latter paper. For definitions of completeness, bounded completeness, and minimality, and for a discussion of the significance of these concepts we refer to Lehmann and SCheffe (l) .
2. On p-Truncation. Let X be an abstract space of elements x and let~x be a (Borel) field of subsets of X. We write {Il Q i Q € 1-1 } for a family of probability measures on (X, ::rx), where 1-) is an abstract parameter space.
The statistic t(x) is a mapping of X onto another abstract space T, and we sup- easy to see that it may be assumed to be bounded above by unity, and then A~1-1, we shall 'say f(x) is -N-integrable. If a statement is followed by an expression likef"Jj)_7~where"JJJ represents a family of probability measures, this will mean that the statement is false, at most, on a set of probability zero for each measure of~. In this connection let us notice that, Proof. We observe first that by (1), (2), and (3), for g € 1-1¢ ,
where we may omit the suffix g in~g(¢(x)lt) because t is sufficient for
Let f(x) be any 1-1~-integrable function. Then by the lemma ¢(x) f(x) is 1-l¢-integrable, and by the sufficiency of t for f IJ g i g E 1-1} , and hence for {lJ g i g € 1-l¢ C. 1-1}, we may write 8 tf(x) ¢(x) It} independent of g € 1-l.¢. ThuB for any A E J t we have for all g € 1-1¢ ,
A by (4). Since the last equation holds for every A € 3't we deduce from the Radon-Nikodym. theorem that
The function ¢(x) is non-negative on X, from which it follows that Hence for any l-l$-integrable function f(x) there exists a version of (;~(f(X) It) which is independent of 0 E 1-~. This is enough to prove that t is sufficient for i~~; 0 E 1-l¢ }.
S~(~(
Next suppose that t is a complete sufficient statistic for {~o; Q € 1-1¢ S . To prove that t is complete for 11J.:; 0 € 1-l¢} we must show that if ' IT ( t) 1s an arbitrary J-t-measurable function such that~~' IT (t(x}) =°for all 0 E 1-l¢
T it follows from (4) that all e e .i"l¢ ,
Since we have already seen that e(¢{x)It) > 0, L-~I -L Q t -1 S ¢ _7, the proof that t is complete for {I-L~iQ € 1-1¢} is thus evident.
When t is boundedly complete we can employ precisely the same argument, assuming both vet) and ¢(x) to be bounded so as to ensure, as is easily checked, that
Lastly we deal with the minimality question. Suppose that sex) is any statistic defined on X which is sufficient for {I-L~j g € 1-1¢} . Write S = fsex): X € X J for the abstract space on which s maps X. Then to prove that t is minimal we must demonstrate the existence of a mapping h of S on T such '
Define X¢ = 1x: ¢(x) > 0 1' and notice that since e € 1-1¢ implies <? g¢(x) >°it also implies l-Le{X¢) > O. Plainly, I-L~{X -X¢) = 0 for all e E 1-1¢ ; thus it will be enough to prove the relation t{x) = h(s{x», 
L-~J.l~t-
<00.
It follows from (6) . that W(x) is i-l~-integrable, and so we may consider the w-truncation of {J.l~; Q € i-l¢ J. We shall employ obvious extensions of our 8 notation, and observe that by (6), "(-
dJl e ' by (3) and (6), 
